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In the -German Democratic Republic, the electric power gen-

erated at present in nuclear power plant a air. bun-is to 1830 ?.'¥/.

This is: about 1-2 pe^ cent of the total production of electricity.

•In.; this, corinec-tioh it'."should be, mentioned that the GDR belongs

to the purchaser countries. The power plants. In operation ~

mainly -plants with PWRs 'of the WKER-440 type - have been im-

ported from the Soviet -Union';-'Therefore the research-and deval-

•opment programme, of: the GDR in the field of nuclear energy is

directed' only to selected topics. For instance, in the Csntral-

Institute..for Nuclear. Research of the Academy of Sciences a

number of tasks relating to"-'proceo-s- diagnosis have been solved

as a contribution to the 3afe and economical operation of our

nuclear .power plants / 1 /,• As a result of these investigations

noise diagnosis systems, have been developed for fchs primary loops

of- the 440 MV» units. Signals of about 120 detectors" can be ana-

lysed in this equipment for plant surveillance and for an early

detection of malfunctions / 2 /.

In correspondence with the general aim mentioned before there

are-, some topics in the research on Past Breeder Reactors di-

rected to selected contributions in the field of process diagno-

sis, too / 3./.- Their solution shall support a fast industrial

application of this reactor type. In some cases this research

.-work i& performed in cooperation with institutes in the Soviet

Union and is partly regulated by contracts.

In. addition to calculations for reactor core design, primarily

in connection with operational safety of largo .IsJiPBRe, noise

analysis technique has been applied to acoustic signals for leak

detection in sodium heated steam generators / 4 / as we.ll as for

boiling detection in the reactor core / 5 /.. It seems to be

promising to investigate whether the same signal analysis

methods can be applied to leak and boiling detection, respect-

ively. If this would be.possible, on could take a standard

monitor into consideration for the surveillance of both plant

components - a procedure favoured by. economical reasons, too.

Our recent investigations have shown that the beginning of

the sodium-water reaction as well as the inception of sodium ><

boiling is characterized by changes in the statistic signal o

parameters. Deviations from the normal state can be recognized o

by measuring actual values of such statistic characteristics

of acoustic and/or neutron flux signals.

Caused by the fact that in the last years the interest in

fast boiling detection became moderate we have,concentrated out-

activities mainly on surveillance methods for sodium heated

steam generators. In this case a system is in preparation using

acoustic as well as chemical methods, taking into account the

requirement of diversity for a surveillance system*

Nevertheless it is our opinion that also boiling surveillance

of the core is of basic importance because of the fact that

local positive reactivity can be the consequence of the sodium

void effect.

Sodium boiling experiments were carried out oh the BOR-60

reactor together with our colleagues from; the Research Institute

of Atomic Reactors in Dimitrovgrad even some years ago. These

investigations have ohown that valuable information can be ob- -.••.


